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The purpose of this paper is to suggest some reasons
why leelings are importlift to study as a part of K-12 social studies
and to suggest a few ways this might be done. Reasons why feelings
should be taught include the following. Knowledge of how people feel
in various.situatiOns, ,as well as knowledge of the arrces and faCtors
which bring such feelings about, -can help students underttand the
real, world and how it works. If, we want to help-students understand
the actions,.biliefs, and values, of people as fully as:they can, we-
need to help then understand as much as possible about what causes_
people tq act,as (they do, believe what they do, and hold the values
hey do. In 40dition, an understanding.of how peile feel in
fferent tys of situations is 'also, crucial to m ral development.

hey

eciiicobjectives which the explicit study of feelings can help
social studies teachers' attain are listed. The second part of the
paper detcribes and provides examples of two typesof activities
-which will help students study the feelings of people. First students
should be involVed in Various types prexperiences likely to produce
an emotional reaction on their part. This experience should be
followed up bY discussions with them as to they felt during and
after participating in the experience. For example, the students
might visit a nursing home and talk with the residents. The second
type of activity would engage students in discussions of what they
would do in various sprts Of emotion-laden situations, how they think
other people placed in such 'situations might feel, and what they
think might be the possibli consequences * various actions on other
people. (RM)
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IS THERE A PLACE FOR THEE NONRATIONAL IN, SOCIAL STUDIES EQLICATION?

Jack R. Fraentsel .

San Francisco State University,

A frequently e>pressed,aim oF social 'studies eductioniis to"_

help students become more criticalf that is, rational, thinkers'..
.,.,

As used here, the term "rational" means not only to reason fpgic-
, ., . .

'ally oneselF; but also to seej< out and evaluate the reasons'other

. .

.'. .

.
.

Peopla,have for their bel-lefsi% Workshops fOr.taaehera and!profes-

stonarconFerences, bqt to mrtione'rticles and Nooks devoted to

., . ,

';,
.-

.. e. .1*..

)
o

. , . r
11

thiS.tdpio continue t proliferate:[e.g., Phillips% 1974; Scriven,

. ..... it

],976;' Belth, 1977; 1Hudgills, 197;..Beye,,1979).. The development'
.A .. . ',

.,.
. , . . ,

,

of thinking is usually Found in the lists of objectives prepared
'1.

. ; .

.
.

.

,-, by scHobl,districts-and by marry smoisi.-studies\teachers. Indeed,
. ., t

.1

the proFessi0 onal organization oF'social stuates teachers,' the-1\1a-

tional Council Fortha Social Studtes,4,1ists "the vari dprocesses

oF thinking" as one oF Four main objectives\which all social ies

programs should seek to Foster (NCSS,'1979, p. 263).,

The development of ,a studanes rational capabiltaes appears,
0 2)** . . I.

,

in Fact, to be a'"given" For most (iF not all) educators. It would
'

--;1. ,

be a rare teacher, I think, who would say thp'he or
,

she does not
:'

try to promotel thinking an
, the part of his or her stydents (whether,

....-

or how wellv he or she actually does this,-,oF course,-is another. ,

_ A
4

matter). One never sees "the... velopment oF thinkinementioned

ir% literature as something'teac mg should try to avoid, or strive.
le.

not to attain. ti
Some educators have argued, however, that this preoccupation

among thellcolleagdes with thedaveLopmant oF thinking tends to

4%,ignona(or at least downplay the Fact that there are many nonrational
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behavior, and that such nonrational influences not

only play a big part in determining what a student, learns, and
,

...,
k

how well he or she learns it, but also that'such influences are

worthy Of study themselves (e,g., Jones, 1.968; Greenberg, 1969;

Gorton, 1970;' Harmin, 1976;_ Miller, 1976; Wallen, 1977;. Cap,
-.

tillo; 1978),
_

'has

f

.qa -

mVery little of thiS'ar4uMent, however, been'dineced
.

4..
. :,

.

..k
..

specifically toward social. studies-educators There are few
..

articles on the subject of non - rational inf.11.ienoes to be found
.-

,

in the professional literature directed toward social udies

teachhrs, no .is the subject mentioned 'in the great majority'

of social 'tudies methodt textbooks (e.g., the 1981-NSSE Yearbook

on the Social studies contains not a sinale reference to the sub-
k

ject of non-rational influences on behavror.\. .For an exception

to the general trend, see Fraenkel, 1980).''This is-somewhat Sur-
.,

prising, for one ''would think\ that of all Zhe subjects studied in

schools, the social studies w in partiCular', be especially

® c OL,

suited to the study of such influences,

By "nonrational"influences.oh Liehavior,41- am referrinl, here

essentially to what we call "feelings;" that'is, any of the pleasant
.. .

or unpleasant subjective,kreactions which peoble may have to a par -

ticular
,

situation, and which (usually) are not based on nor associa-t
. .. ,

, . ,.

ted with reasoning. I shall use the term "feelings" instead of "non-

rations influences" throughout thq r,emaknder Of thiS paper, eref.ore.

. .

. . ...

Much of what I shall have to say, hawevertwould also apply to other,-,

. -

nonrational nEluencea , such as attitUbpS, intuitions moods, disposi
\

tions, opinions, etc. ,
4 ,

ti
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The intent of this papeho therefore, to suggest some

reasons why Feelings are impai-tant to study as a part of social
_

education, .and suggest a Few ways as to how this might be done.
. .

The importance of Studying Feelings as a Part of Social :S.,tudies Education

First of all,'not only do ttie disciplines which provide, much

0F1the subject matter of the social studies focus in large part on
. ,

the beheviCr of people -- their actionsi, decisions, ideas, etc.,

but, also they study the Forces and, Factors in the worrd which brdng

/

about such behavior. It' is 'a Fact that the feelings of people often

play a part (and sometimes a very large part) in deterMining what

their behavior is. Furthermore, one of these disciplines, psychology,

has the study 'of feelings as ore of its main concerns.,

Secondly, since our 'nation began, the schocji has been viewed
o

as the primary social institution charged with trangmittiAg know-

\dge to the young.' To help students acquire worthwhile and de-
0

pendable knowledge has always been a majorgoal df social tudies

(indeed, of general} 'education. The KICSS Curriculum Gidelines

state most specifically that "knowledge about the real, world'and

knowledge about the worthiness of personal and social judgments"

are 'basic objectives of social studies instruqtion 26).

. F6rhtermore, these Guidelines state that an important"source. of
0

.
such knowledge "may be the interests and values that at4ents hold

about theselyesand -their society" C1979, 13, 263);
. _

._,KnoWledge of how people' Feel iH various 'situations, as well

.as the for:ces and factors which-bring such feelings abdi.it, can Help
C ' e'

. sinestudents understand this "real world," and hove it works, much-.

of what goes on there is influenced considerably by the ;Peelings which

5 4 4,
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people have, and how they display these Feelings. If ?we want to

help students understand the actions,.beliefs, values, etc. of

.people as fully as they can, we need to help -them understand as
4

much as possible about what causes peop-le'to act as they do, believe

what they do,' hold the values they, do, etc. Helping students to
not only-

learn moreAbout/thet own feelings, but also je feelings of

others, and what factors contribute to the having of various feel-
.

ings, can contribute to such understAndin g.

Ina4ditibn, an understandinb of how people feel in diffrent

types of situations is also crucial moral development. One at.:

tribute of e morally mature individual is an ability to put him-

or herself "in another erson's shops" [Wilson., 1,961731 _Kohlberg,

1971; McPhail, 1972; Boyce and Jensen, 4978). It is'argued by

many philosopher$s-and bthers interested in values education [of

which moral development is a part) that at individOal is more likely

to take°the needs and interests of others into account if he or: she

can See things from the other point of view [Peters, 1967;

1 '

McPhail, 1972; Fr4aenkeli 1977]. Being able to see things from

another person's.point of view requires that a person have some

idea of how the dither person Feels; conversely,.a per Son is probe-
not

.

bly/going to want tQ see.Cor even to be interested in seeing) things
4 a

e

from another, person's pdtnt of view if he or she does not care%[ha s

0

no feelings about] , that that person's point of view is CPeteqs, 1967;

-Wil.S'on 1972; -W6Ilen, 1977).%

Theexplicit study of .eplings iri elementary and secondary

schools, ,therefore, could help teadhers attain Several objectives.

In particular, I w641dhYpotheeize that such study would contribute
Az

1.°

to an increased awareness and unde'rstanding,on the par t o students

O

fl
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'varibus types of situatioris in ,wh ich certain types of '

,' ,feelings are likely to occur;

. how people feel when placed in various kinds of situations;

the fact._that different kinds of feelings may exist in

the same situation;

reasons why .people ,have certain feelings Ci.e., possible

factors likely to generate certain 'kinds pf feeling0');

. how the expectations of thers contribute to particular

kinds of feelings;.

hop feelings and values are rd1 -Pte43P
. ,

as well as an increased willingness and ability on their prt to:
BMW

. ,recognize other people's feelings;
. .

.. .

repognize.conflicts which arise due to differences in feelings;

see things from another person's point of view; ,

. . .

. . .
,

..

consider the possible effects of one's actions on the feel-
,

,

ings of other people;

predict`how people are likely to feel; and perhaps react'

in certain types of situations.

The above'hypotheses rest on several assumption's:

to

'1.) that an increased awareness of.and sensitivity to how others

feel is worth trying to attain;

-2)_ that the more viewpoints a person unde'rstenas, the greater

his or her sensitivity.to others is likely to be;

3) that awareness and sensitivity cannot be 1EL ght directly,
.

but deve316p. out Of certain types of emotional and intellectual experi-
\

&Ices._ Such experiences can bp provided for...in schools, however,

,
4) that the role of teachere is bot:to judge the feelings of

N

their students, but rather to help silderYes understand and clarify
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their own and!others' feeling6. The teacher should be prepared to

state and explain his or her own Feelings about something, however,
0

if asked to do sO);
in school' (and real -life)

5) that helping students/to consider hypothetical/situations
. .

Froth the viewpoint of others will make them more likely to consider

-

'the Feelings of other people with whom they come in contact outside

of sphOol.

Ways to Study Feelings of People .

Thera are, no doubt, many ways to encourage students to explore

Fepltngs in schOls. In this paper; however, I. would like td discuss

\,

two types of activities that I think are particularly likely to at2K

tain many of the objectives mentioned earlier in the paper. These,

activities include: (1) involving students in various types of ex-

periences,likely to produce an emotional reaction on their:.part
,.

(fol-

lowed up by discussions'with,them as to how they felt during and

after participating in the experiences); and (2) engaging students ,

- in ditcussiAhs of (a) what. they would do in. various sorts of emotion-

laden situations; (b) .how they think other people placed in such

situations might Feel; and (c) what they think might be the possi-

blevonsequences of various actions on other people. The sorts of

experiences I have in mind carreither be participated in direbtly

by means of field trips or extracurricular activities, or vicariously

throu4h Films, stories, or roleplaying, and do not need any kind of

elaborate preparation of buildup ahead of time. The kinds of situa-

'tions I envisage 1peing discussed are ones in which one person acts

toward another in a way tor,ways) likely tp produce certain feeliAgs

in the latter; in which two or more viewpoints are expressed on an

issue; 'or in which the action(s) of a person may have an effect on
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one or more other's. Let me give some examples.

Examples of Experiences in Aich Students Might Be Ihvolved
\

. Visiting an old folks home and talking with the residents;

Wearirig a blindfold for twenty minutes;

'Playing a game with a 'young _child;/..

. Kissing someone whom one cares about;

. Visiting a friend in a hospital;

Spending a day in a wheelchair;

. Watching a powerful film;

. Flaying.with a kitten or a puppy;

. Listening to 3ousa's "Stars and Stripes Forever" played-by a band;

. Dancing;

Running a mile;

Smiling at another person.

What all of the above experiences have in common, I think, is

\\ that they are highly likely to engender some sort of emotional response

'on the part of' studdnts, and they are the kids of experiences in which

most of us 'participate, or have seen otkers articipaterather fre-
t

,

quently in our daily lives: They generate feelings in people -- it

is very hard, I believ* not to be emotionally affeCted,,in some-way,

br another, by such experiences. Discussion with, and sharing by,

students of how they feel ,during, or felt after, their participation
fy

in such experiences can help them be more aware of their own and others' '

feelings, and [perhaps) become more accepting of the fact that people

often feel differently about tins thanthey do.

Examples of Situations Which MiDht Be Discussed

1[ a] Those where students are asked to consider what they .would do were

they in such a situation,

.
beihg'ignored by another. person to whom one is attFected;

11 A

9

Nr.
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A
. being picked on frequently by someone;

. .observing something happening to one's best friend which'.

1' causes him or her to suffer; L

.

\ . . believing that anotAer, studpnt is telling-lieS about one;

. having a friend stick up for one in an argument;

. being ignored by others at- a t ocial gathering';

. heving,ane's friends or paren'ts criticized by 'others in

-one's presence;
.

1
.

.

. being'praised-for-ones activities on the ahl'etic field

,,,

or in the cla'Ssr7m1
.

.

'

. having another .person'push past in a linetat a restaurant,

and then.be served first; ,

u , :

.0 A

. having a friend borrow one's things without asking.,

[b) Those where students'are asked to consider the possible conse-

,quences of certain actions, as when a person:

. does not return something'borrowed i17-om a friend;\
continually makes caustic remarks about,others;

takes a job he or She does not like for the maney involved;

always keeps a promise;

sleeps around;

always believes what he or she is told by others;

. judges someone by his or her looks;* ti

I

. is always time.me. /
I'' t.

A,

.,- / A

Cc) Thosp whe6e students are asked to put themselves in anot er person'

shoes, to try and see things-from that person's perspective,
/
as, e.g.,

when:
. ,

a boy becoMeS moody and.distantrhen his gird fri.lend gets

,, bette4r gradps in school and is offered a scholbrship to a good univer-
,

sity;
A

0 ,
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,

a702year -oid complains to herslS-year-old granddaughter

that the granddau ghte- r-plays rock music on her radio much too
. .

loudly;
.

.

. a man compla ins to his neighbor about .the continuous

barking of the neighbor's dog;
. ,

.

.
. .

.
d Father objects 'to the .engagement of his daughter to a

I
.
.. . .

.

man of a,diffeent religious faith; .

a person turns down'a position with a,lprge firm at good,

pay because she is afraid of speaking in public, which the position

-requires ;

badly.

a man refuses to exchange a present because he stammers

What all of these situations (or others like them) have in
. .

common i's that, again, people's feelings are-likely to be involved.

By having students discuss what they would do, or what consequences
----- ---

.

might eneue'from a course.df action, or wh at they think another per.
more

son'woliAld say Or do or think, not only might .they become /aware, and

accepting of the needs and concerns of others, and perhaps more abj.e

A <

to see things from another's poiht of view, and to take that point of '

.,
'.

.. .,
view into account, in their daily life.

. -

a

One' note of c'eGtion.: the use of any particular, experience or

situation as'a teaching vehicle always would depend on the level of

sophistication of the. s tudents to be involved, a matter of judgment

---6y the teacher in terms. of what he or shethinks is or is not appro-
.

priste to his or her stddents' needs and triaturaltioclal level.
-

1

1

A Brief Rote About thr Relationship Bptweeh Feelings and iiplues

Feelings and values are,..not the same, although they are most

certainly intertwined, Values\pre, to my way of thinking, ideas --

ideas about what is worthwhile in'life I 1
Ai e worth having,. worth .

doing, or worth trying to attain. He1 nce inthis,mespect they are

4.
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cognitive in nature., But they also have an affective component.

People care24-great deal about their values, they haves strong

feelings toward them. It would be rather surprising to hear: some-.

one remark that they valued,something a-ghat deal, but they did

not care for it very fiuch. (Th,is is not to say that people cannot

like things they do not:value, Or that have little value to -the.)
1 #

The development of an aware6ess of, and sensitivity-

Feelings of others, therefore, ip an important part of values edu-

cation. .IF-we.wish to help ,students become mbre mature morally,

. e

then we need to help them learn how to take the viewpoints oP.others
for studehtss.

into accounts -,It is important/to be sensitive to, and pble.to under.;

stand, the-viewpORts of others if they are to assess the worth of

.

ternattve decisiont... , positiOns, po/iNcies, etC.; and students are
,

;
,

.

. v
very ynri.kely,to waht.to.take arAptherPs viewpoint into account iF

,,

%.0."
('-'

-

,

they do not even careabout Finding dut what that viewpoint is.
......

. .
,ft .. a %

4

4 , A final comment. Hand irf glove with all' that .has been said

-,N
,,

. .

above is the necessity for- teachers to realize that they must con-

4o

tirOusly take the feelings of their students into account with re-
.

4
, * .

, gard to what gods on in the classroom. Askihg -attidents #cr continual'
r ,

4 * feedback in terms of ho4 title stNtrientsfeel about what the teacher is
.

doing (and then taking'that feedback into account can go a long way

toward hdlpihg
4

students learn what the -Lee-ember is trying t6 teach.
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